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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can use throwing and catching skills under some pressure

Year 6

• I understand the need for tactics and can say when it is appropriate to use them

• I can use throwing and catching skills in game situations

YEAR 5/6

Volleyball - Y5/6
Lesson 2

Learning Objective
To develop the fast catch volley.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Move your feet so you are underneath the ball.

Catch high above your head.

Release the ball quickly.

Equipment

Optional:
Base stations

6 m net x 3

Playground ball x 15
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Table football
Using lines (or create lines using base stations), start one pupil on one line and one on another line. They are the taggers and can only move sideways along the line. The rest of the

class starts at one end of the teaching area and have to try to make it to the other end without being tagged. If caught, they join hands with the pupils on the line.

Teacher note: As more pupils get caught, add in another line using base stations.

Use a change of direction and speed to get past the defenders.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Ready position recap:
In pairs with one ball. Recap the ready position. Question pupils ‘why is it important?’

Feet apart.

Eyes on the ball.

Knees bent.

Pupils stand approx. 3m apart facing each other. One pupil is the feeder. The feeder underarm throws the ball in the space around their partner. Partner must move to try to catch the ball

before it bounces and then return it to the feeder. Each time, pupils must return to the ready position before attempting to catch. Rotate roles after ten turns.

Make this easier by catching after one bounce.

 
High point catching:
In pairs with one ball, one pupil stands on each side of the net. Pupils must push the ball to each other using two hands from just above the head. When catching, pupils must also catch

above their head, this is called catching in 'set.' Can they catch the ball before it bounces?
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Hands are open and in the shape of the ball.

Index fingers and thumbs form a triangle.

Push the ball high over the net ad extend the arms straight.

Move your feet to be underneath the ball to catch and catch above your head in 'set.'

Make this harder by asking the pupils to throw slightly to either side of their partner so that they have to move their feet underneath the ball.

 

Fast catch volley:
Pupils play 1v1 over the net.

A Pupils score a point if the ball bounces on the opposition’s side and inside the court area. Pupils must push the ball from above their head and try to catch above their head. Rules:

no running with the ball. What can you do to try to beat your opposition? What can you do to defend your space?

Start in the ready position.

Feet shoulder width apart and knees bent, ready to move to the ball.

B Play the game again but reduce the time that pupils are allowed to hold the ball to 2 seconds.

 
4v4:
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Pupils play in groups of eight. One pupil starts with the ball at the back of the court and underarm throws it over the net and into the court area to start the game. The opposing team

must try to catch it before it bounces. Teams are allowed to pass the ball between their team should they wish (up to three catches on their side of the court) before the ball must be

returned over the net using a push from above their head.

Use the catches between your own team to move the opposition and create space.

Encourage the pupils to catch the ball above their head 'in set.'

Make this harder by only allowing pupils to use a push throw from above their head when throwing between their team.

A point is won when:

The ball is not returned over the net within three catches
The receiving team lets the ball hit the ground
A player makes contact with the net
The returned ball lands outside the court boundaries

Rules:

Teams take turns to serve and must rotate who serves in their team
To serve, underarm throw from the back of the court
Up to three catches allowed on each side
Pupils can only hold the ball for 2 seconds
Pupils are not allowed to move when they have the ball in their hands
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Plenary
5 Mins

What helped you to be able to catch the ball before it bounced?

Why would you pass to your teammates before pushing the ball back over the net?

What did it help you to do?

What did you do to try to beat the opposition?


